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ABSTRACT
In pharmaceutical research, the percutaneous route of drug has gained a great interest.
Percutaneous delivery has enhanced a noval vesicular drug carrier system called transferosome
introduced in 1990, which is composed of water, surfactant and phospholipid. The elasticity of
vesicular transferosome is more than the standard liposome therefore well suited for the
penetration into the skin. The transferosomes can be prepared by Reverse Phase Evaporation
method, Modified Hand Shaking, Lipid Film Hydration Technique and Thin Film Hydration
Technique. This article is focused on various drug lists which easily accommodate in
transferosome. Transferosome application areas included Delivery of Insulin, Carrier for
Interferons & Interlukin, Transdermal Immunization, and Carrier for Other Proteins & Peptides,
Peripheral Drug Targeting, Transdermal Immunization, Delivery of NSAID, and Delivery of
steroidal hormones etc. To overcome problems of systemic toxicity associated with targeting
therpy, enhance treatment resolution of targeting therapies.
Key words: Percutaneous, Transferosome, Carrier, Delivery, Targeting therpy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Firstly transferosomes was introduced by “Ceve and his co-workers”. Transferosomes means
a „carrying body‟. It is composed of two words that are transferre which mean “carry across” and
another is some which means “a body”. 1, 2 Transferosomes are highly efficient edge activator selfregulating mixed lipid aggregates containing edge activator. Transferosome carrier is an artificial
cyst in which cell are engaged in exocytosis for controlling and potentially targeted gives
therapeutic effect by drug delivery.3,4 Proteins and peptides have occupied its important position in
therapeutic, most therapeutic proteins and peptides are commercially available which are
administered parentally, oral administration is limited due to its rapid hydrolytic and enzymatic
degradation. Transferosomes enhances the percutaneous delivery of drug.5 Transferosome have the
capacity to beat the osmosis trouble by pressing them forward the intracellular plugging fatty
substance of the stratum corenum. The malleability of transferosome sheath impair the prospect of
vessel cleavage in the crust and allowance transferosomes to ensure the innate water acclivity
across the skin, after employing adjacent the skin.6,7 The effective means of therapy for local
dermatologic diseases is the delivery of percutaneous drug system as it is permeable to the skin
due to small molecule lipophilic drug. It is highly impermeable to hydrophilic drug and
macromolecule. The main obstruction and limitation for diffusion of drug across the skin is the
outer most layer of the skin, stratum corneum.8 Almost corticosteroid are composed of one third
all dermatics such drugs are also mostly use for systemic medication on a large scale all biogenic,
natural (glucocorticosteroids), unfortunately, exerts short and weak action in vivo.9,10 In order to
improve the situation synthetic (halogenated) corticosteroid were introduced. Adverse side effects
are most probable when halogenated corticosteroid is used on skin repeatedly. Local
1
corticotrophin has prompted to improve the local bio distribution and action of corticosteroid by
galenic. Modern corticosteroid dermatis mostly contain the substance that partition into the skin
and act as an enhancer of skin permeation. 11
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1.1 Transferosome: A suitable carrier for percutaneous drug
delivery

6.

Percutaneous drug delivery system is an interesting option
because a percutaneous drug delivery such as microemulsion,
niosomes, liposome which usually remains confined to surface of
skin and therefore it does not allows transportation of drug
efficiency to the skin. Rational membrane is a concept in which a
special type of composite bodies, so called transferosomes have
been develop, to overcome the problem of filtration and enter into
the skin barrier along the moisture gradient of percutaneous.12
Transferosomes is recent novel drug delivery system with special
type of liposome comprising of phosphotidylcholine and edge
activator. 13

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
In vesicular system, liposomal formulations have been used
as drug delivery vehicle for sustained release of protein and
peptides. Satirically stabilize liposomes are consider as promising
carrier for therapeutic agent because they can control release and
targeted delivery of drug, reducing drug related toxicity, cyst are
water filled colloidal particle. The walls of these capsules are made
of amphiphillic molecule (lipid and surfactant) in a bilayer
confirmation. Cysts commonly are composed of phospholipid or
non-ionic surfactant, even excess of water the molecules of
amphiphillic form one or more concentric bilayer. Cyst in
percutaneous drug delivery acts as a drug carrier to entrapped drug
molecule a cross the skin, as well as penetration enhancer because
of their composition.14 In pharmaceutical research, the
percutaneous drug delivery system of drug has acquire great
engrossment. The percutaneous drug delivery system
propoundment that scanty conceivable ascendancy conventional
route like evidence of first pass metabolism, foreseeable and
unfurled duration of activity reduce incommodious side issue
adequacy of half-life upgrading morphological and therapeutic
response.15
1.2

12.
13.
14.

1.3

3.

Ideal Properties of transferosome16

2.
3.
4.

5.

The formulation of transferosome is very expensive.
Transferosome is chemically unstable due to the
predisposition to oxidative degradation.
Other criteria of purity of natural phospholipid
militating against adoption of transferosome as drug
delivery vehicles.

Difference between transferosome and other carriers

Transferosomes are remotely related to lipid bilayers cyst,
liposome. Transfersomes differ vastly from commonly used
liposomes in that they are more adaptable and flexible. The highly
great flexibility of their membrane allow a transferosome whose
squeeze themselves even through pores are much smaller than
their own diameter this is due to high flexibility of transferosomes
membrane it combined at least two lipophilic/ampiphilic
components (phospholipids and bio surfactant).17

An ideal transferosome should meet the following criteria:
1.

Limitation of transferosome
1.
2.

1.4

Transferosomes are highly efficient edge activator
self-regulating mixed lipid aggregates containing
edge activator.
Transferosome conquered the skin invasion crisis by
constricting them forward the entresol securing
macromolecule of the stratum conium.
The higher the deformability, the better penetration of
intact cysts.
In case of lipophilic drug near to 90% have high
entrapment efficiency.
Hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties are an
infrastructure of transferosomes which in together can
accommodate drug molecule with wide range of
solubility.
Transferosomes act as a carrier for as well as high
molecular weight drugs.
Transferosomes
are
biocompatible
and
biodegradable.
Transferosomes can be used for both systemic as well
as topical delivery of drug.
Transferosomes are used as a carrier for various
proteins, anticancer drugs, antifungal drugs,
analgesics,
anaesthetics,
corticosteroids,
sex
hormone, insulin, albumin etc.

Transferosomes have an own base be expressed by
deliquescent and aquaphobic tribes unitedly
Transferosome can be modify and run by tapered
squeeze without caliper loss.
The superior twisted affords ability to deliver entire
cyst.
Transferosome is ego agreeable with an extremist
negotiable membrane which pass on the drug imitate
into the skin.
This vermicular cyst has certain order magnitude
more malleable than the liposomes.

Transferosomes differ in two basic feature from the mixed
autonomic particle, first a transferosomes is normally by one two
one orders of magnitude (in size) greater than standard lipid
autonomic particle. Secondly most important each vesicular
contains a water filled core where as a micelle just a simple fatty
droplet. Therefore transferosome can carry water as well as fat

2
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soluble agent as compare to micelle. Autonomic particle can only
incorporate lipoidal substance. To distinguish the penetration
ability of these carrier system the distribution of fluorescently
labeled mixed lipid micelle transferosomes and liposomes.as
measured by the confocal scanning laser microscopy (CLSM) in
the intact murine skin. 18, 19
2.

surface such as non occluded skin, able to penetrate, and move into
water-rich dipper strata to protect its adequate hydration.21
Through the stratum conium during penetration occurs
reversible deformation of the bilayer. The principal of the
transferosome worked on, when this twist formation is occurring,
obstruction properties acclivity, cyst integrity for the essential
hydration affinity should not be conceding. The transferosome
needs to enforce and to find its own route through the organ,
through it is too large to diffuse to the skin. Intercellular drug
transportation involves diffusion of cyst lipid by layer with the cell
membrane like normal endocytosis.22

PHYSIOLOGY OF SKIN

The skin is the largest organ in the body and, on average,
accounts for about 6 lbs of our body weight. Skin has as its primary
function to keep the body hydrated or to keep water inside the
body. Skin may be classified as three types.
1.
2.
3.
2.1

4.
MATERIALS
USED
TRANSFEROSOME 23

Epidermis
Dermis
Hypodermis

IN

FORMATION

OF

1. Phospholipids (for cyst formation)Soya phosphatidylcholine, Egg phosphatidyl choline,
Dipalmitoylphosphotidyl choline
2. Surfactant (for providing the flexibilty)Sodium cholate, Sodium deoxycholate, Tween 80, Span
80
3. Alcohal(use as a solvent)Ethanol, Methanol
4. Buffering agent (to provide a hydrating medium)Saline phosphate buffer (pH-6.4, 6.8)
5. Dye (for CLSM study)Rhodamine-123, Rhodamine-DHPE, Fluorescein-DHPE
Nile red.24, 25

Pathway of percutaneous permeation

The outer layer of the skin part of the epidermis, the stratum
conium, contributes an imposing barrier to dermal consumption
that observes the rate of dermal diffusion. The stratum conium is
distinguished from the vacation of the cuticle in existence a twodepartment tissue existing of dead corneocytes with an intercellular
substance of intercellular lipids. The deliquescent belonging of the
skin enlarge as the deepness grows from the exterior, such that the
accomplishable cuticle shown by the stratum granulosum, the
stratum spinosum and the stratum basale, respectively is
significantly hydrophilic. The dermis layer is also deliquescent
therefore, prompting the uptake of deliquescent chemical
substance. The possible cuticle moderate corneocytes at varying
stages of distinguish, as well as melanocytes which are important
for antigen presentation and immune response and involved in
sensory discernment. This layer has opportunity the scattering of
for example, xenobiotics and diminish in surface area with age 20
(Fig.1).

Few drugs which a suitably incorporated in trasferesomes
by many researchers are enlisted in Table 1.
4.1 Classification of surfactants
Surfactants are frequently used in preparations for
epidermic technology. A substance which is in positive manner
take up at the liquid and other interfaces is called surfactants.

Permeation can occur by diffusion via

Surfactants can be classified into four main categories:
1. Anion (e.g.sodium laurylsulfate),
2. Cation (e.g.cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide),
3. Nonion (e.g. polyoxyethylene sorbitan monopalmitate) and
4. Amphoteric (e.g.N-dodecyl-N, N-dimethylbetaine)

1. Percutaneous permeation, through the stratum corneum.
2. Intracellular permeation, through the stratum corneum.
3. Trans-appendage permeation, via the hair follicle,
sebaceous and sweat glands.
3. PENETRATION MECHANISM OF TRANSFEROSOME
The mechanism of penetration of transferosome is “osmotic
gradient”. It is due to evaporation of water when applying the lipid
suspension (transferosomes) on the skin surface, as the cyst are
elastic, a transferosomes cyst when applied on an open biological

5. FACTORS GOVERNING THE ACTIVITY
SURFACTANT AS PENETRATION ENHANCER 27
5.1 Critical micelle concentration

3
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In biologic system the effects of surfactants are multiplex,
especially their attribute on cell membranes, which can lead
acceptance in permeability. The effect of surfactants on membrane
absorbency describe an apparent concentration-dependent two
substance action, such that an increase in membrane absorbency
occurs at low surfactant compression, but this shorten at higher
compression, generally above the critical micelle concentration of
the surfactant. Above the CMC, the added surfactant exists as
subatomic particle in the solution and subatomic particle are too
wide ranging to penetrate the skin. The CMC represents a limited
range of concentrations above which surfactants form driving
collective known as autonomic particle. The structure of autonomic
particle is such that in sedimentary in water solution the monomers
are straight with their aquaphobic regions towards the nerve centre
and their aquaphilic sections outwards towards the sedimentary
bulk.

Phospholipids, surfactants and the drug are used to
dissolve in alcohol to form transferosome. The organic solvent is
then evaporated by rotary evaporation under reduced pressure at
40-45 ºC. The final residue of solvent is removed under vacuum.
The retainer lipid film is moderated with a separated buffer by
rotation at 60 rpm for 1 hour at room temperature. The emerging
cysts are inflated for 2 hours at room temperature. The
multilamellar lipid cysts are then scanted at room temperature.
Scantination may be replaced by extrusion, low shear mixing or
high shear mixing (Fig.3).
6.2

Modified Hand Shaking, Lipid Film Hydration Technique

Drug, phosphotidylcholine and Interactions of surfactants
(edge activator) are deliquescing in ethanol: chloroform (1:1)
mixture. Organic solvent can be removed by vaporization while
hand shaking above lipid realignment temperature (43°C). A thin
lipid film will be formed inside the flask wall while orbit. The thin
film will be kept overnight for complete vaporization of solvent.

5.2 Chain length of carbon atoms 28
The magnification depends on the carbon chain formation of
the improver. The great magnification is generally achieved for
improver with a carbon chain length in the range of 10–14. This
high quality range was found for anionic, cationic and neutral
improver.

The film is then moderate with phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)
with gentle shaking for 15 minute at identical temperature. The
transfersomal preparation is further hydrated up to 1 hour at 2-8 ºC.
6.3

Thin Film Hydration Technique

5.3 Aquaphilicity of surfactant head (Laughlin’s hypothesis) 29
A thin film can be developed from the mixture of cyst
forming additives that is phospholipids and surfactant by
deliquescing in chloroform or methanol. Organic solvent is then
vaporized above the lipid realignment temperature (room temp or
50ºC for phosphatidylcholine) using rotary evaporator. The
conclude particle of solvent will be ejected under vacuum for
overnight.

Surfactants with aquaphilic head bundle should more
adequately upgrade the percutaneous entrance of polar molecules,
while those of lesser aquaphilicity should be less effective, the
results obtained in the present work in agreement with Laughlin‟s
hypothesis because Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (logP oct < 1)
which is heavier aquaphillic than benzalkonium chloride (log
Poct=1.9) is limited impressive in upgrading lorazepam skin
entrance. This could be associated to the lipophilicity of
lorazepam.

The prepared thin film is moderated with buffer (pH 6.5)
by rotation at 60 rpm for 1 hr at the correlatively temperature. The
emerging cysts will be inflamed for 2 hrs at room temperature.

5.4 Steric forces
To develop small cysts, the emerging cysts can be
sonicated at room temperature 50 ºC for 30 minutes using a bath
sonicator or probe sonicated at 40 ºC for 30 minutes. The sonicated
cysts will be homogenized by manual extrusion 10 times through a
sandwich of 200 and 100 nm polycarbonate membranes.

Steric abhorrent forces are induced by the shortened
conformational discretion of adsorbed molecules and development
in molecule/solvent cooperation as two expanses is approached.
They are contemporaneous in both surfactant and polymer complex
and accumulation in consequence and amplitude with the caliber of
the adsorbed molecules.
6. TECHNIQUES OF
TRANSFEROSOME 30,31,32

THE

PREPARATION

7. EVALUATION PARAMETER OF TRANSFEROSOME 33
The automatic acreage and deliver capability of a cyst can
be considered by calibrating accent or dislocation abased cyst
bilayer adaptability and portability correction. As long as the
proper Transferosome cysts, “portability” development non-

OF

6.1 Reverse phase evaporation method

4
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aligned (usually secondly) with the modification driving force
(head pressure).
7.1

This application facilitate estimate of transferosomes with
liposomes, neosomes, etc. and deliberation of appliance of
transferosome diffusion. This beam of light is used for more
dedication.

Entrapment efficiency

Entrapment efficiency can be resolved by disconnecting
the un-entrapped drug. After separation, the cyst can be rent.

7.4

The Transferosome formation is cross through many
filters amid vesicle size 50 to 400 nm. Cyst maintained on
exclusive filter is considered for molecule size and transportation
accepting Dynamic light scattering technique.

7.2 Cyst diameter
The range of the cyst is one of the fundamental
contentions all along the accomplishment formation of
transferosomes. It consigns considerable modification around the
ascendancy of the establishment approach and can be outlined for
advance atomization. Particle size measurement is observed on
regular abject consider batch to batch analyses and plays an
imperative role in scaling up system. In process of storage of
colloidal diffusion the government over particle size is an
imperative variable in item of concrete stability. Very small cysts
(smaller than 40nm) are flat to alloy channels expected to the aerial
deflection of their bilayer film. For better, electric aloof
transferosomes aggregation concluded Vander Waals impulse due
to the larger area of film acquaintance is elucidate. Particle size
impacts the ability of transferosomes to encapsulate drug
compounds. For lipophilic and amphiphilic compounds a aerial
lipid to significance proporation, is accepted, although a huge
fluent consequence amount, is choose for the encapsulation of
aquaphilic compounds Cyst calibre can be obtained using Dynamic
light scattering (DLS) method. For cysts capacity measurement,
vesicular suspension was assorted with the applicable medium (7%
v/v ethanol) and the analysis were organized in leash.

The extent of permeability, D = J X (rv/rp)
Where, J- the amount of the suspension ejected;
rv - the size of the cyst;
rp - pore size of the barrier.
7.5 In vitro drug release
In vitro drug clemency consideration is achieved for
certain diffusion rate. Time essential to obtain uniform
accompaniment diffusion and the permeation flux at reliable
situation and the enlightenment against in samples are introverted
at different interruption. The extent of drug liberated is then
estimated circumlocutory from the extent of drug implicate at zero
times as the initial amount (100% implicated and 0% liberated.
Apprehension is done by assorted analytical methods like U.V.,
HPLC and HPTLC).
7.6 Cyst shape and type
Transfersomes cysts can be reflected by TEM, aspect
contradiction microscopy, etc.

7.3 Confocal scanning laser microscopy (CSLM) studies
In this approach lipophilic fluorescence device are
integrated into the transferosomes and the light beam by these
device used for consecutive purpose:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Degree of permeability measurement 34

7.7 Number of cyst per cubic mm
Non-sonicated transferosome preparation is impaired five
times with 0.9 % sodium chloride solution.

For considering the mechanism of diffusion of
transferosomes transversely the skin.
For certain pseudo logical alignment of the skin shapes
and construction of the skin diffusion pathways.
For balancing and discrimination of the system of
diffusion of transferosomes with liposomes, neosomes
and micelles.
Different fluorescence indicator used in CSLM study is
as:
a. Fluorescein- DHPE
b. Rhodamine- DHPE
c. NBD- PE
d. Nile red.

Entire number of transferosomes per cubic mm =entire number of
transferosomes counted X dilution
factor X 4000
7.8 Penetration ability
Fluorescence microscopy is used to appraise diffusion
capability of transferosomes.
7.9 Turbidity measurement

5
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Turbidity of drug in liquefied elucidation can be
calculated using Nephelometer.

This is considered that the formulation of interleukin-2
and interferone-α accomodate transferosomes for probable
percutaneous application, leukocytic imitates interferon-α (INF-α)
which is a generally existing protein having antiviral, antiproliferive and some immune-modulatory effects.

7.10 Surface charge and charge density 35, 36
Surface allegation and complaint frequency of
transferosomes can be observed using Zetasizer. Respecting the
zeta potential analysis, all colloidal distribution has an
unfavourable surface charge, accommodate Tween 80 which is a
non-ionic surface active agent. The generalization for this
consequence is that Tween 80 is a non-ionic surfactant while
sodium chlorate is anionic surfactant. It is contemplate that the
hydrocarbon conclusion of Tween 80 might be adept to diffusion
into the lipid bilayer thus disappear the polyethylene oxide
accumulation on the outer of the cysts thereby announce a stearic
barrier on the surface of the transferosomes, which might reduction
liposome integration. Thus, the embodiment of pessimistic zeta
potential elaboration the establishment of the transferosomes.
7.11

8.3 Carrier for Other Proteins & Peptides
Transferosomes have been extensively approved as a
transporter for the delivered of other proteins and peptides.
Proteins and peptides are enormous biogenic molecules which are
very ambitious to deliver into the body, when given orally they are
absolutely attenuated in the GI tract and percutaneous delivery
deteriorates being of their extensive size. Delivery of certain drug
molecules that have physicochemical which is differently avert
them from distributing cross stratum conium can be transferred.
8.4 Peripheral Drug Targeting
Subcutaneous tissue possesses tight junctions between
endothelial cells which are not allowing vesicles to enter directly
into the blood stream. This naturally increases drug concentration
narrowly along with the expectation of drug allow to peripheral
tissues due to transferosome.

Drug content

The drug content can be observed with the help of
modified high performance liquid chromatography method using a
UV detector, column oven, auto sample, pump, and automated
investigation program.

8.5 Transdermal Immunization
7.12

Occlusion effect
By the reason of ultradeformable cysts have the ability of
transferring the enormous particle; they can be utilized to convey
vaccines topically. Transfersomes consists of proteins like intrinsic
sheath protein, human serum albumin, difference attachment
protein are used for this aspiration. Improvement of this accession
are interject the protein can be averted and greater IgA elevation
are promoted. Percutaneous hepatitis-B vaccine has accustomed
positive conclusion.

Occlusion of skin is examined to be adviceful for
permeation of drug in cabinet of conventional topical formulation.
Occlusion involves moderation forces as it averts vaporization of
aqua from skin.
8. APPLICATION OF TRANSFEROSOME 37
Transferosomes use in percutaneous drug delivery
systems has the implied for contributing restrained release of the
contributing drug and developing the establishment of capable
drugs.

8.6

Delivery of NSAIDs

NSAIDS are correlated with numeral of GI concomitant.
These can be conquered by percutaneous distribution using ultradeformable cysts. The consideration has been bringing out on
Diclofenac and Ketoprofen. Ketoprofen in a transferosome
production improved marketing recommendation. Another
beneficial compound based on the transferosome automation,
acceding to IDEA AG, is in analytical advancement.

8.1 Delivery of Insulin
In the broad sense molecules are inadequate of
distribution into the skin such can be conveyed beyond the skin
with using Transferosomes. For example, insulin, consignment of
insulin by Transferosomes is the prosperous channel of nonforward therapeutic use of such comprehensive molecular weight
drugs on the skin. Insulin is commonly executed by subcutaneous
route that is inappropriately.

8.7 Delivery of steroidal hormones and peptides
Transfersomes have as well as utilized for the
transmission of corticosteroids. Transfersomes upgrade the
location particularity and comprehension drug assurance of

8.2 Carrier for Interferons & Interlukin

6
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corticosteroid consignment into skin by developing the
epicutaneously executed drug dose. Transfersomes based
cortiosteroids are biologically effective at dose certain times minor
than the presently used preparation for the medication of skin
illness. Malleable vesicles of ethinyl estradiol arrived compelling
anti-ovulatory effects as compared to plain drug given orally and
traditional transferosomes given topically.
8.8

The use of transferosomes technology is an innovative
approach in the palace of niosome, ethosome, liposome to increase
the transport of substances through the skin. Non occlusive
administer of drug moieties using transfersomes is useful for non
invasive drug delivery of therapeutic proteins percuteaneously.
Percuteaneous administration of assorted fragment with ultra
deformable cyst also allowance targeted skin transmission into the
broad tissue of the dermis lower the site of appliance.

Delivery of Anesthetics
Transferosomes have soaring discontinuation‐propulsive
stress, which can exclude the mismatch effect of carrier and pore
size. This can be examined true for the transfersomes along a
magnitude not more than ternary the diameter of pores. The
percutaneous glands are hardly accepted to performance a role in
the development of atomic expansion over the skin. On the other
hand, alike avenue are too impassable to broad particle like as
insulin percuteaneously. The present could describe why topically
enforced insulin in the mixed‐lipid micelles had non expressive
anti-diabetic effects. Transferosomes have a greater flexibility and
establishment than liposomes which concede them to pass through
the human skin. The embodiment of insulin particle into the cyst of
these lipid molecule (transfersulin) consequence in appreciable
insulin convey through the skin into the blood flow in mice and to
a minor duration in humans. Furthermore, transfersomes can
transport an antigen to the lymphatics. The antigens are then
phagocytoses and conferred to the T‐cells in the lymph nodes.
Hence, transfersomes are authentic crucial transporter for
percutaneous delivery of antigens and are under analysis for usage
in human inoculation advancement. The percutaneous enrichment
of drug permeability using these ultra-deformable vesicles does not
confide upon the concentration gradient and mainly performance
on the basis of hydrotaxis and elastomechanics.

Superlative appering pain dispassion is approximately as
active (80%) as that of a commensurate subcutaneous bolus
injection, but the consequence of eq-lidocaine, tetracaine
transferosomal anesthetics concluding longer.
8.9 Delivery of Anticancer Drugs
To administer a new advance entrance medication exclusively
of skin cancer, anticancer drugs like methotrexate were
demonstrated for percuteaneously delivery using transferosome
automation. The outcome was agreeable.
8.10 Delivery of Herbal Drugs
Transferosomes can permeate stratum conium and
accumulation the supplements narrowly to continue its activity
proceeding allowance of skin. The current acquaintance of
transferosomes of Capsaicin has been processed, which appearance
the superior percutaneous absorption in correlation to natural
capsaicin.

9. FUTURE ASPECTS 38, 39
Table 1. List of few drugs which can be accommodated in transfersomes 26
S. No

Objective

Drug

In vivo/In vitro Studies

Outcomes

1.

NSAID

Meloxicam

Skin interaction studies

2.

Anti-cancer drug

Methotrexate

Skin studies

3.

Estrogen

Oestradiol

4.
5.
6.

NSAID
Vitiligo
Progestin

Curcumin
Corticosteroids
Norgesterol

7.
8.

Chemotherapy
Hypoglycemic

Tamoxifen
Insulin

Plasma drug concentration
measurement
Modified Franz diffusion cell
cellophane membrane
In vivo study conducted on
male albino rats skin
Skin studies
Franz diffusion cell

The barrier function of the SC was affected by the
physicochemical characteristics of the vesicle
systems and improved skin permeation
Transdermal flux of EM enhanced linearly with
an increment
Enhanced transdermal flux

7

Higher entrapment efficiency
Positioned nearly exclusively
Higher entrapment efficiency, ability as a selfpenetration enhancer
Improved transdermal flux
High encapsulation efficiency
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Fig. 1: Permeation pathways

Fig. 2: Mechanism of penetration of transferosome
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Fig. 3: Preparation of transferosomes

10. CONCLUSION 40, 41

2.

Zhang JP, Wei HY, Zhou Y, Li QY, and Wu AX. Ethosomes, Binary
Ethosomes and Transfersomes of Terbinafine Hydrochloride: A

The modern amelioration in the enclosure of methodical
analysis has ensured in the superscription of limited particle such
as proteins and vaccines as a considerable class of beneficial
agents. These anyhow, present various drug-correlated objection
such as suffering bioavailability, convenient direction of drug
distribution, physical and chemical fluctuation and probably
deliberate side effects. Assessment of the convenience of
transferosome in the transmission of proteins and biological can be
dubious with a spacious scope in wrapping toxic drugs for instance
anti-AIDS drugs, anti-cancer drugs, and anti-viral drugs. It
administers an auspicious messenger system in exemplification
with ionic drug messenger, which are approximately harmful and
inadequate. Despite, the automation used in tramsferosome is silent
in its inception. Accordingly, investigate are going on to establish
an applicable automation for broad creation because it is an
encouraging targeted drug delivery system.

Comparative Study. Archives Pharmcal Research 2012; 35: 109-117.
3.

Carrier System for Transdermal Drug Delivery. Asia n Journal of
Biochemical and Pharmaceutical Research 2011; 1: 508-509.
4.

Rai S, Panday V and Rai G.Transfersomes as versatile and flexible nanovesicular carriers in skin cancer therapy: the state of the art. Nano
Reviews & Experiments 2017; 8: 95-102.

5.

Sharma KP, Bansal S, and Banik A. Non-invasive Routes of Proteins
and Peptides Drug Delivery International journal of pharmaceutical
science 2011; 3: 367-370.

6.
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